Wisdom is realizing one knows nothing.
DON'T JUST STORE KNOWLEDGE, SPREAD IT

Don’t just store knowledge.

Spread it.

ANGELA DAM
Ties: Sever, Hide: Never, Pride: Forever
IT TAKES ONE TO AFFECT CHANGE

BRIAN KURISKY
CHANGE ALTHOUGH NECESSARY IS OFTEN UNPLEASANT

CAROLINA LEMUZ-VASQUEZ
My identity is choice, not circumstances
Opening eyes to others’ worldly perspectives

JENNIFER LE
Self revelation and humanity saving enlightenment

“SELF REVELATION AND HUMANITY SAVING ENLIGHTENMENT”

JENNIFER MULLEN
No Path Is Defined Choose Yours
IT'S NEVER OVER UNTIL YOU QUIT

KARLA WILLIAMS
Diversity is beautiful, it helps survive.
HEART WIRED FOR GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT

LYNNETTE ANSELL
GLOBAL ACCEPTANCE STEMS FROM GLOBAL TRUTH

PRENTICE BROWN
Grow the person, grow the community

RYAN JONES
TRUE LOVE KNOWS NO COLOR

TRICIA GALVEZ
My Intuitive Perspectives, Lead the Future

Vanessa Fernandes